The stability of essential spectra of a closed, densely defined linear operator A on L -spaces, 1 F p F ϱ, when A is subjected to a perturbation by a bounded p strictly singular operator was discussed in a previous paper by K. Latrach and A.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

Ž
. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces and let C C X, Y be the set of all closed densely defined linear operators from X into Y. We denote by Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . replaced, respectively, by L L X , K K X , C C X , ⌽ X , ⌽ X , and It is well known that if A is a bounded self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert Ž . space, the essential spectrum A of A is the set of all points of the e spectrum of A that are not isolated eigenvalues of finite algebraic multi-Ž w x. plicity see, for example, 29, 39 . Irrespective of whether A is bounded or not on a Banach space X, there are several definitions of the essential Ž spectrum. At least six of them have been mentioned in the literature cf. Ž . spectra. The point is in the Kato essential spectrum, A , if f ⌽ . But if X is a Hilbert space and A is self-adjoint, then all these sets coincide.
Ž . An operator S g L L X, Y is said to be strictly singular if for every infinite dimensional subspace M of X, the restriction of S to M is not a Ž . homeomorphism. Let S S X, Y denote the set of strictly singular operators
general, strictly singular operators are not compact cf. 9, 10 and, if Ž .
Ž . is a Hilbert space, then K K X s S S X . For basic properties of strictly w x singular operators we refer to 10, 19 . Essential spectra of closed, densely defined linear operators on L -spaces p w x were investigated in 23 . In particular, their invariance under strictly singular perturbations was discussed. The purpose of this work is to continue this analysis. Indeed, we are interested in the behaviour of the essential spectra of these operators under perturbations belonging to a Ž . large class of operators not necessarily bounded containing, in particular, the ideal of strictly singular operators. To be more precise, let X be a Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ä 4 Ž x bounded strictly singular perturbations on L -spaces, for p g 1 j 2, ϱ , p w x is not considered in 23 and its solution still seems to be unknown. In the last part of Section 2 we give a positive answer to this question. This Ž . Ž . Ž . enables us to discuss the invariance of и and и Proposition 2.1 .
Banach space and let
A g C C X . For x g D D AŽ . denoted by X . Clearly, A g L L X , X . If S is a linear operator with A A Ž . Ž . D D A : D D S , then S is said to be A-defined. The restriction of S tôŽ . Ž . D D A will be denoted by S. Moreover, if S g L L X , X ,Ž . Ž . Let L [ L ⍀, ⌺, , 1 F p F ϱ, where ⍀, ⌺, is a measure space. p p Ž . Ž . Ž . In Section 2 we prove that if X s L , then ⌽ X and ⌽ X are p q Ž . invariant under perturbations in A S S X . This permits us to show that if Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . A g C C X , then A s A q S for all S g A
e2 e3
Further, a practical criterion for the stability of essential spectra of Ž . perturbed linear operators is provided Proposition 2.2 . Using arguments w x Ž . due to Pelczynski 27 we observe that these results extend to C ⌶ where ⌶ is a compact Hausdorff space.
In Section 3 we will apply the results obtained in Proposition 2.2 to Ž . Ž . describe the essential spectra и and и of the following integro- 
MAIN RESULTS
Ž
.
we denote the Banach space of equivalence classes of measurable func-Ž . Ž tions on ⍀, ⌺, whose pth power is integrable respectively, which are . essentially bounded if p s ϱ . Throughout this section ⌶ designates a Ž . compact Hausdorff space while C ⌶ denotes the Banach space of all continuous scalar-valued functions on ⌶ with the supremum norm. w x We now generalize the following result given before in 23 to A-strictly singular operators. 
Ž . The next result shows that this result is not optimal and 2.1 may be expressed in terms of A-strictly singular perturbations. More precisely, we have:
SgA S S L p
To prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we will need the following lemma. It Ž . Ž . w x extends the items i and iv in 23, Proposition 3.5 to A-strictly singular perturbations.
Ž .
Ž .
Remark 2.1. The first item is an easy consequence of Kato's perturbaw x tion theorem 19 and is valid on all Banach spaces.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. As already observed, D D A endowed with the 5 5 norm и is a Banach space denoted by X , and A and S as operators
gives the result.
This leads toˆˆÂ
On the other hand, since S S X is a closed two-sided ideal containing Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2.2, we recall the following: w x DEFINITION 2.1 22 . Let X and Y be two Banach spaces and let
The sets of Fredholm, upper semi-Fredholm, and lower semi-Fredholm
Let N be a closed subspace of a Banach space X. We denote by the N Ž . quotient map X ª XrN. The codimension of N, codim N , is defined to Ž . be the dimension of the vector space XrN. An operator T g L L X is said to be strictly cosingular if there exists no closed subspace N of X with Ž . Ž . codim N s ϱ such that T : X ª XrN is surjective. Let C S S X de-N note the set of strictly cosingular operators on X. This class of operators w x was introduced by Pelczynski 27 . It forms a closed two-sided ideal of
and ⌽ X, Y we obtain the sets Kato 19 , whereas the 
An immediate consequence of this result is that
proof it suffices to show that A : P P. To do so, consider f P P. Then Ž . Ž . section we will show that и and и are also invariant under strictly e2 e3
Ž .
will be extended to the space C ⌶ .
The next result gives a convenient criterion for the invariance of essential spectra of perturbed linear operators. The following lemma is essential in proving Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Let X be a Banach space. We say that X is weakly compactly generat-Ž . ing w.c.g if the linear span of some weakly compact subset is dense in X. w x For the properties of w.c.g spaces we refer to 5 
follows from 2.9 and Definition 2.1.
Ž . w x Assume now that X s C ⌶ . Then, it follows from 27, Theorem 1 that w Ž .x S is weakly compact. Next, using 27, Proposition 3 b we conclude that SЈ Ž . the dual operator of S is strictly singular too. Now, taking into account w x w x 20, Theorem 5.13, p. 234 , it suffices to apply 19, Theorem 2 to AЈ q SЈ.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . ii This follows from i and Lemma 2.1 i because S S X :
Ž . The proof of Proposition 2.1 resp. Proposition 2.2 may be modeled Ž . w x very closely after that of Theorem 3.1 resp. Theorem 3.3 in 23 . It suffices solely to replace in the text Proposition 3.5 by Lemma 2.3.
Ž .
Notes and Remarks. 1 It should be observed that the equalities in Ž .
Ž . 2.9 are also valid for the space C ⌶ where ⌶ is a compact Hausdorff Ž . Ž space. Indeed, since C ⌶ has the Dunford᎐Pettis property a Banach space X is said to have the Dunford᎐Pettis property if for every Banach space Y every weakly compact operator T : X ª Y takes weakly compact Ž w x.. sets in X into relatively norm compact sets of Y cf. 6 , it follows from w x Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . 
27, Theorems 1 and 2 that S S
C ⌶ s C S S C ⌶ . But C ⌶ is w.c.g; Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. then S S C ⌶ s F F C ⌶ and C S S C ⌶ s F F C ⌶ . Next, applyingF F C ⌶ s S S C ⌶ s F F C ⌶ s C S S C ⌶ s F F C ⌶ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .
Ž . Ž . 3 The identities 2.9 and 2.10 are not specific to the spaces Ž . considered above. There are some Banach spaces X for which L L X has w x only one proper nonzero closed two-sided ideal. Indeed, Calkin 3 proved Ž . that if X is a separable Hilbert space, then K K X is the unique proper Ž . nonzero closed two-sided ideal of L L X . Afterwards, Gohberg, Markus, w x and Feldman 9 obtained the same result for X s l , 1 F p -ϱ, and . to this class. Obviously, if X has perfectly homogeneous block bases Ž . Ž . which satisfy q , then using 2.7 and Lemma 2.2 we conclude that
A Banach space X is said to be an h-space if each closed infinite dimensional subspace of X contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to X. Any Banach space isomorphic to an h-space is an h-space; c, c , and
Ž . is an h-space, then S S X is the greatest proper ideal of L L X . This Ž . together with 2.7 and Lemma 2.2 implies that 
APPLICATION TO TRANSPORT EQUATION
The purpose of this section is to apply Proposition 2.2 to describe the essential spectra of the following integro-differential operator Let where D s y a, a = y 1, 1 , a ) 0 , and p g 1, ϱ . Define the following sets representing the incoming and the outgoing boundary of the phase space D:
Moreover, we introduce the boundary spaces
endowed with the norm
where ; means the natural identification of these spaces. Let us introduce the boundary operator H,
on natural identification, the boundary conditions can be written as i s H 0 . We define, now, the streaming operator T with domain H including the boundary conditions,
Ž . 
Ž .
< < ª0
Ž . Thus, for Re ) y*, the solution of 3.1 is formally given by
q e x, dx.
Ž . Ž . Ž . To allow the abstract formulation of Eqs. 3.2 , 3.3 , and 3.4 , let us define the following operators depending on the parameter :
Ž . where и and и denote, respectively, the characteristic func- Ž .
¢ 2 a
Simple calculations using Holder's inequality show that these operators arë bounded on their respective spaces. In fact, for Re ) y*, the norms of the operators M , B , G , and C are bounded above, respectively, by
, p Re q * , Re q * where q denotes the w x conjugate of p. For the details we refer to 21 .
Using these operators and the fact that must satisfy the boundary Ž . Ž . Ž . Substituting 3.5 into the above equation we get
H
On the other hand, observe that the operator C is nothing else but T s g ‫ރ‬ such that Re F y* for i s 1, . . . , 6. 3.7 Ž . Ž . Ä Ž . w x4 conditions 3.10 and 3.11 imply that the set K x : x g ya, a is collectively compact.
It seems that the concept of collective compactness has been already used in transport theory by Belleni-Morante and his students.
Ž
. Obviously, the hypothesis 3.10 implies that 
and therefore
This leads to the estimate
In view of these observations, we will make use of the following extensive w x class of collision operators introduced in 25, 26 and referred to as regular operators. 
Let 1 F i F n and denote by I the set Ž . satisfies the conditions 3.9 , 3.10 , and 3.11 . Then using 3.12 we get ϱ Žx w . K y S g L y a, a , Z . Moreover, an easy calculation leads to
Ž . Now, using 3.13 we obtain
p Ž Hence, we infer that the operator K may be approximated for the . Ž .
n Ž . uniform topology by operators of the form V x s Ý x J where A similar reasoning allows us to reach the same result for the operator G y K . This completes the proof of the first assertion.
